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EMBEDDING OPERATORS AND BOUNDARY-VALUE
PROBLEMS FOR ROUGH DOMAINS
V GOLDSHTEIN
*
AND A.G. RAMM
**
Abstrat. In the rst part of the paper boundary-value problems are onsid-
ered under weak assumptions on the smoothness of the domains. We assume
nothing about smoothness of the boundary ∂D of a bounded domain D when
the homogeneous Dirihlet boundary ondition is imposed; we assume bound-
edness of the embedding i1 : H1(D) → L2(D) when the Neumann boundary
ondition is imposed; we assume boundedness of the embeddings i1 and of
i2 : H1(D) → L2(∂D) when the Robin boundary ondition is imposed, and,
if, in addition, i1 and i2 are ompat, then the boundary-value problems with
the spetral parameter are of Fredholm type. Here i1 is the embedding of
H1(D) (or H1(D˜)) into L2(D) (L2(D˜)), and D˜ is suh bounded subdomain
of the exterior domain D′ := Rn \D that its boundary onsists of two ompo-
nents: ∂D and S, where S is a smooth ompat manifold. The spae L2(∂D)
is the L2 spae on ∂D with respet to Hausdor (n− 1)-dimensional measure
on ∂D. These results motivate our detailed study of the embedding operators.
In the seond part of the paper new lasses of rough bounded domains D are
introdued. The embedding operator from H1(D) into L2(∂D) is ompat
for these lasses of domains. These lasses inlude, in partiular, the domains
whose boundaries are ompat Lipshitz manifolds, but muh larger sets of do-
mains are also inluded in the above lasses. Several examples of the lasses of
rough domains for whih the embedding i2 is ompat are given. Appliations
to sattering by rough obstales are mentioned.
1. Introdution
Embedding inequalities are studied in this paper for rough, that is, non-smooth,
domains. An essentially self-ontained presentation of a method for a study of
boundary-value problems for seond-order ellipti equations in suh domains is de-
veloped. The novel points inlude the usage of the limiting absorption priniple
for the proof of the existene of solutions and weaker than usual assumptions on
the smoothness of the boundary. For brevity of the presentation we onsider the
boundary-value problems for Laplaian, and the three lassial boundary ondi-
tions. We study interior and exterior boundary-value problems and obtain the ex-
istene results and the Fredholm property under weak assumptions on the smooth-
ness of the boundary. The method we use is appliable for general seond-order
ellipti equations and for obstale sattering problems. Ellipti boundary-value
problems were studied in numerous books and papers. We mention [GT℄ and [LU℄,
where many referenes an be found. In [Maz℄ embedding theorems for a variety
of non-smooth domains have been studied. In [RS℄ the obstale sattering prob-
lems were studied for non-smooth obstales. In [Ra℄ and [R℄ the boundary-value
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problems and diret and inverse obstale sattering problems have been studied. In
[GR℄ embedding theorems in some lasses of rough domains were studied. The aim
of this paper is to ontinue the studies initiated in [R℄, [RS℄ and [GR℄.
Consider the boundary-value problems
(1.1) −∆u = F in D, F ∈ L2(D),
(1.2) u = 0 on ∂D.
The boundary onditions an be the Neumann one
(1.3) uN = 0 on ∂D,
where N is the outer unit normal to ∂D, or the Robin one:
(1.4) uN + h(s)u = 0 on ∂D,
where h(s) ≥ 0 is a bounded pieewise-ontinuous funtion on ∂D.
We are interested in similar problems in the exterior domain D′ := Rn \D, and
we onsider the ase n = 3. The ase n > 3 an be treated similarly. If n = 2 some
additional remarks are in order sine the fundamental solution in this ase hanges
sign and tends to innity as |x − y| := rxy → ∞. If n = 3, then g(x, y) :=
1
4πrxy
,
and if n = 2, then g(x, y) = 12π ln
1
rxy
, x, y ∈ Rn, −∆g = δ(x − y) in Rn, and δ(x)
is the delta-funtion.
Below (·, ·) denotes the inner produt in L2(D) := H0, L20(D) is the set of L
2(D)
funtions with ompat support, L20(D
′) is the set of L2(D′) funtions whih vanish
near innity,
◦
H 1 is the losure of C∞0 (D) in the H
1 := H1(D) norm ‖u‖1 :=(∫
D
(|u|2 + |∇u|2)dx
)1/2
. We denote ‖u‖ :=
(∫
D
|u|2dx
)1/2
.
If the boundary onditions are non-homogeneous, e.g., u = f on ∂D, then we
assume that there exists a funtion v ∈ H1(D)
⋂
H2loc (D), ∆v ∈ L
2(D), suh that
v = f on ∂D and onsider w := u− v. The funtion w satises equation (1.1) with
F replaed by F + ∆v, and w satises (1.2). Similarly one treats inhomogeneous
Neumann and Robin boundary onditions. In the ase of inhomogeneous boundary
onditions the smoothness assumptions on the boundary ∂D are more restritive
than in the ase of the homogeneous boundary onditions.
Let us reformulate the problems (1.1)(1.4) so that the assumptions on ∂D are
minimal.
In the ase of the Dirihlet problem (1.1)(1.2) we use the weak formulation:
u solves (1.1)(1.2) i u ∈
◦
H1(D) :=
◦
H1 and
(1.5) [u, φ] := (∇u,∇φ) = (F, φ) ∀φ ∈
◦
H1.
The weak formulation (1.5) of the Dirihlet problem (1.1)(1.2) does not require
any smoothness of ∂D.
The weak formulation of the Neumann problem (1.1), (1.3) is:
(1.6) [u, φ] = (F, φ) ∀φ ∈ H1.
An obvious neessary ondition on F for (1.6) to hold is
(1.7) (F, 1) = 0.
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Although the statement of the problem (1.6) does not require any smoothness
assumption on ∂D, one has to assume that ∂D is smooth enough for the Poinare-
type inequality to hold:
(1.8) infm∈R1‖u−m‖ ≤ c‖∇u‖, c = const > 0,
see Remark 2.1 below.
The inmum in (1.8) is attained at m0 =
1
|D|
∫
D
udx, |D| := measD, and
(u − m0, 1) = 0. If (u, 1) = 0, then (1.8) implies ‖u‖ ≤ c‖∇u‖. The role of this
inequality will be lear from the proof of the existene of the solution to (1.6) (see
Setion 2).
Finally, for the Robin boundary ondition the weak formulation of the boundary-
value problem (1.1), (1.4) is:
(1.9) [u, φ] +
∫
∂D
huφ¯ds = (F, φ) ∀φ ∈ H1.
For (1.9) to make sense, one has to be able to dene u on ∂D. For this reason we
assume that the embedding i2 : H
1(D) → L2(∂D) is bounded. We also assume the
ompatness of i2, and this assumption is motivated in the proof of the existene
and uniqueness of the solution to (1.9).
Let us formulate our results. We assume that D ⊂ Rn, (n = 3), is a bounded
domain and F ∈ L2(D) is ompatly supported. This assumption will be relaxed
in Remark 3.1.
Theorem 1.1. The solution u ∈
◦
H1(D) of (1.5) exists and is unique.
Theorem 1.2. If D is suh that (1.8) holds and F satises (1.7), then there exists
a solution u to (1.6), and {u+ c}, c = const , is the set of all solutions to (1.6) in
H1.
Theorem 1.3. If D is suh that i1 : H
1(D)→ L2(D) is ompat and i2 : H1(D)→
L2(∂D) is bounded, F ∈ L20(D) and h ≥ 0 is a pieewise-ontinuous bounded fun-
tion on ∂D, h 6≡ 0, then problem (1.9) has a solution in H1(D) and this solution
is unique. If i1 and i2 are ompat, then the problem
[u, φ] +
∫
∂D
huφ¯ds− λ(u, φ) = (F, φ), λ = const ∈ R
is of Fredholm type.
Similar results are obtained in Setion 3 for the boundary-value problems in the
exterior domains (Theorem 3.1).
Theorems 1.1-1.3 demonstrate existene of a onnetion between ellipti bound-
ary problems and ompatness of embedding operators for Sobolev spaes. This is
a motivation for a detailed study of embedding operators.
In Setions 4 and 5 of the paper we prove some results about ompatness of
the embedding operator from H1(D) to L2(∂D) for rough bounded domains. First,
we prove ompatness of the embedding operators for elementary domains whose
boundaries are Lipshitz manifolds or even Lipshitz manifolds almost everywhere
(in some speial sense). This lass of elementary domains is larger than the known
lasses of domains used for embedding theorems.
Using a lemma for the union of elementary domains we extend this result
to domains of the lass Q whih onsists of the nite unions of the elementary
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domains. We show by examples that the boundary of a bounded domain of lass
Q an have ountably many onneted omponents (see example 5.7). Another
example demonstrate that boundaries of suh domains are not neessarily have
loal presentation as graphs of Lipshitz funtions (see example 5.8).
2. Proofs of Theorems 1.1-1.3
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 1.1 ℄ One has
(2.1) |[u, φ]| = |(F, φ)| ≤ ‖F‖‖φ‖ ≤ c‖F‖‖ϕ‖1
where we have used the inequality
(2.2) ‖φ‖ ≤ c‖φ‖1, φ ∈
◦
H1,
whih holds for any bounded domain, i.e., without any smoothness assumptions on
D. Note that the norm [u, u]1/2 := [u] is equivalent to H1 norm on
◦
H1 : c1‖u‖1 ≤
[u] ≤ ‖u‖1, c1 = const > 0. Inequality (2.1) shows that (F, φ) is a bounded linear
funtional in H1(D) so, by the Riesz theorem about linear funtionals in a Hilbert
spae, one has
[u, φ] = [BF, φ] ∀φ ∈
◦
H1,
where B is a bounded linear operator from L2(D) into
◦
H 1. Thus u = BF is the
unique solution to (1.5). 
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 1.2℄ If (F, 1) = 0, then one may assume that (φ, 1) = 0
beause (F, φ) = (F, φ−m) and the onstantm an be hosen so that (φ−m, 1) = 0
if D is bounded. If D is suh that (1.8) holds, then
(2.3) |[u, φ]| = |(F, φ −m)| ≤ ‖F‖ inf
m
‖φ−m‖ ≤ c‖F‖‖∇φ‖.
Thus (F, φ) = [BF, φ], where B : L2(D) → H1 is a bounded linear operator. Thus
u = BF solves (1.6), for any onstantm and u+m also solves (1.6) beause [m,φ] =
0. If u and v solve (1.6), then w := u− v solves the equation [w, φ] = 0 ∀φ ∈ H1.
Take φ = w and get [w,w] = ‖∇w‖2 = 0. Thus ∇w = 0 and w = const . Theorem
1.2 is proved. 
Remark 2.1. Neessary and suient onditions on D for (1.8) to hold one an
nd in [Maz℄. Inequality (1.8) is equivalent to the boundedness of the embedding in
i1 : L
1
2(D) → L
2(D) [Maz, p.169℄. By L12 denote the spae of funtions u suh that
‖∇u‖ <∞ is denoted.
Remark 2.2. If one wants to study the problem
(2.4) −∆u− λu = F, u = 0 on ∂D
where λ = const , and a similar problem with the Neumann boundary ondition
(1.3) or with the Robin ondition (1.4) to be of Fredholm type, then one has to
assume the operators B in the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 to be ompat
in
◦
H1 and in H1 respetively. Originally the operators B were ating from L2(D)
onto
◦
H 1 and H1 (respetively in Theorem 1.1 and in Theorem 1.2). Thus, B are
dened on
◦
H1 ⊂ L2(D) and on H1 ⊂ L2(D) respetively.
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Proof. [Proof of Theorem 1.3.℄ If the embedding i2 : H
1(D) → L2(∂D) is bounded,
then
(2.5) |
∫
∂D
huφ¯ds| ≤ sup
∂D
|h|‖u‖L2(∂D)‖φ‖L2(∂D) ≤ c‖φ‖1.
By Riesz's theorem one gets ∫
∂D
huφ¯ds = (Tu, φ)1.
Equation (1.9) an be written as
(2.6) (Au+ Tu−BF, φ)1 = 0 ∀φ ∈ H
1,
where [u, φ] = (Au, φ)1, (F, φ) = (BF, φ)1. Thus
(2.7) Qu−BF := Au + Tu−BF = 0,
where A is a bounded linear operator in H1, ‖A‖ ≤ 1 beause [u, u] ≤ (u, u)1,
||B|| ≤ 1 beause |(BF, φ)1| = |(F, φ)| ≤ ‖F‖‖φ‖ ≤ ‖F‖1‖φ‖1, and T is a bounded
operator in H1 if the embedding operator i2 : H
1(D) → L2(∂D) is bounded. If i2
is ompat, then T is ompat in H1. The operator Q := A + T is linear, dened
on all of H1, and bounded. The expression
N2(u) := (Qu, u)1 = [u, u] +
∫
∂D
h|u|2ds
denes a norm N(u) equivalent to ‖u‖1.
Let us prove this equivalene.
By (2.5) one has N2(u) ≤ c‖u‖21. Also
‖u‖21 = [u, u] + (u, u) ≤ N
2(u) + (u, u) ≤ c1N
2(u)
beause
‖u‖ ≤ cN(u),
where c = const > 0 stands for various onstants independent of u.
Let us prove the inequality ‖u‖ ≤ cN(u).
Assuming that it fails, one nds a sequene un ∈ H1, ‖un‖ = 1, suh that
‖un‖ ≥ nN(un), so N(un) ≤
1
n . Thus ‖∇un‖ → 0 and
∫
∂D h|un|
2ds → 0. Sine
‖un‖ = 1 one may assume that un⇀v, where ⇀ denotes weak onvergene in
L2(D). If un⇀v and ∇un⇀0, then ∇v = 0, so v = C = const , and
0 = lim
n→∞
∫
∂D
h|un|
2ds = C2
∫
∂D
hds,
so C = 0. Sine the embedding i1 : H
1(D) → L2(D) is ompat and the sequene
un is bounded in H
1
, we may assume without loss of generality that un onverges
in L2(D) to zero. This ontradits the assumption ‖un‖ = 1. The inequality is
proved.
Thus, the norms N(u) and ‖u‖1 are equivalent, the operator Q is positive def-
inite, selfadjoint as an operator in H1, and therefore Q has a bounded inverse in
H1. Thus, equation (2.7) has a unique solution u = Q−1BF in H1. The statement
of Theorem 1.3 onerning Fredholm's type of problem (1.9) follows from Lemma
2.4 below. Theorem 1.3 is proved 
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Remark 2.3. As in Remark 2.2, if B is ompat in H1, then the problem
(2.8) [u, φ] +
∫
∂D
huφ¯ds = λ(u, φ) + (F, φ), λ = const
is of Fredholm type. This problem an be written as Au+ Tu = λBu+BF , or
(2.9) u = λQ−1Bu+Q−1BF
where the operator Q−1B is ompat in H1.
Lemma 2.4. The operator B is ompat in H1 if and only if the embedding operator
i1 : H
1(D)→ L2(D) is ompat.
Proof. Suppose that the embedding i1 : H
1(D) → L2(D) is ompat. One has
‖u‖2 = (Bu, u)1 = (u,Bu)1, soB is a linear positive, symmetri, and bounded oper-
ator in H1. One has (u, φ) = (Bu, φ)1, so ‖Bu‖1 ≤ ‖u‖ ≤ ‖u‖1, so ‖B‖H1→H1 ≤ 1.
A linear positive, symmetri, bounded operator B, dened on all of H1, is self-
adjoint. The operator B1/2 > 0 is well dened, B and B1/2 are simultaneously
ompat, and ‖u‖ = ‖B1/2u‖1. Thus, if j is ompat then the inequality ‖un‖1 ≤ 1
implies the existene of a onvergent in L2(D) subsequene, denoted again un, so
that B1/2un onverges in H
1
. Thus, B1/2 is ompat in H1 and so is B.
Conversely, if B is ompat in H1 so is B1/2. Therefore, if un is a bounded in
H1 sequene, ‖un‖1 ≤ 1, then B1/2unk is a onvergent in H
1
sequene. Denote
the subsequene unk again un. Then un is a onvergent in H
0 = L2(D) sequene
beause ‖un‖ = ‖B1/2un‖1. Therefore i1 is ompat. Lemma 2.4 is proved. 
Remark 2.5. We have used the assumptions h ≥ 0 and h 6≡ 0 in the proof of
Theorem 1.3 . If h hanges sign on ∂D but the embeddings i2 : H
1(D) → L2(∂D)
and i1 : H
1(D)→ L2(D) are ompat, then problem (1.9) is still of Fredholm's type
beause T is ompat in H1 if i2 is ompat.
3. Exterior boundary-value problems
Consider boundary-value problems (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) in the exterior domain
D′ = R3 \D. The losure of H10 (D
′) in the norm ‖u‖1 := {
∫
D′(|u|
2 + |∇u|2)dx}1/2
is denoted by H1 = H1(D′) and H10 (D
′) is the set of funtions vanishing near
innity and with nite norm ‖u‖1 <∞. We assume that D is bounded. The weak
formulation of the boundary-value problems is given similarly to (1.5), (1.6) and
(1.9). The orresponding quadrati forms Dirihlet tD, Neumann tN and Robin
tR, where tD[u, u] = (∇u,∇u), u ∈
◦
H 1(D′); tN [u, u] = (∇u,∇u), u ∈ H1(D′);
tR[u, u] = (∇u,∇u) + 〈hu, u〉, u ∈ H1(D′), 〈u, v〉 :=
∫
∂D uvds, 0 ≤ h ≤ c, are
nonnegative, symmetri and losable. Here and below, c > 0 stands for various
onstants. Nonnegativity and symmetry of the above forms are obvious.
Let us prove their losability.
By denition, a quadrati form t[u, u] bounded from below, i.e., t[u, u] > −m(u, u),
m = const , and densely dened in the Hilbert spae H = L2(D′), is losable
if t[un − um, un − um] −→
n,m→∞ 0 and un −→H
0 imply t[un, un] −→
n→∞ 0. The
losure of the domain D[t] of the losable quadrati form in the norm [u] :=
{t[u, u] + (m + 1)(u, u)}1/2 is a Hilbert spae Ht ⊂ H densely embedded in H .
The quadrati form t[u, u] is dened on Ht and this form with the domain of de-
nition Ht is losed.
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To prove losability, onsider, for example, tD, and assume un −→
H
0 and (∇un−
∇um,∇un −∇um) → 0 as n,m→∞. Then ∇un −→
H
f , and
(3.1) (f, φ) = lim
n→∞(∇un, φ) = − limn→∞(un,∇φ) = 0, ∀φ ∈ C
∞
0 .
Thus f = 0, so tD is losable. Similarly one heks that tN and tR are losable. Let
us denote by H12,2(D
′) the ompletion of C(D¯′)
⋂
C∞(D′)
⋂
H10 (D
′) in the norm
‖u‖ :=
(
‖∇u‖2L2(D′) + ‖∇u‖
2
L2(∂D)
)1/2
.
For an arbitrary open set D ⊂ R3 with nite volume (|D| < ∞, where |D| :=
measD is the volume of D) the inequality
(3.2) ‖u‖L3(D) ≤
(
‖∇u‖L2(D) + ‖u‖L2(∂D)
)
holds, and the embedding operator i : H12,2(D) → L
q(D) is ompat if q < 3 and
|D| <∞ ([Maz, p.258℄).
Consider the losed symmetri forms tD, tN and tR. Eah of these forms dene
a unique selfadjoint operator A in H = L2(D′), D(A) ⊂ H1(D′) ⊂ H , (Au, v) =
t[u, v], u ∈ D(A), v ∈ D[t], A = AD, A = AN , and A = AR, respetively.
Let L2,a := L
2(D′, (1 + |x|)−a), a > 1, ‖u‖2L2,a =
∫
D′
|u|2dx
(1+|x|)a and L
2
0 be the set
of L2(D′) funtions vanishing near innity.
Fix a bounded domain D˜ ⊂ D′ whose boundary onsists on two parts: ∂D and a
smooth ompat manifold S. Assume that i′1 : H
1(D˜)−→L2(D˜) and i′2 : H
1(D˜)→
L2(∂D) are ompat. This assumption depends only on the boundary ∂D and does
not depend on the hoie of the domain D˜ ⊂ D′, as long as S is smooth.
The following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.1. For any F ∈ L20, eah of the boundary-value problems:
(3.3) Aiu = F, i = D,N or R, Aiu = −∆u,
has a solution u = lim0<ǫ→0(A − iǫ)−1F := (A − i0)−1F , u ∈ H2loc(D
′), u ∈ L2,a,
a ∈ (1, 2), and this solution is unique.
Similar result holds for the operator A− k2, where k = const > 0, in whih ase
the solution u satises the radiation ondition at innity:
(3.4) lim
r→∞
∫
|s|=r
|
∂u
∂r
− iku|2ds = 0.
Proof. [ Proof of Theorem 3.1 ℄ Uniqueness. If k = 0, then the uniqueness of the
solution to (3.3) with the mentioned in Theorem 3.1 properties follows from the
maximum priiple. If k > 0, then the uniqueness is established with the help of the
radiation ondition as it was done in [R℄, p.230.
Sine A = Ai is selfadjoint, the equation
(3.5) (A− iε)uε = F, ε = const > 0, A = −∆,
has a unique solution uε ∈ H = L2(D′). Let us prove that if F ∈ L2,−a, then there
exists the limit
(3.6) u = lim
ε→0
uε, lim
ε→0
‖u− uε‖L2,a = 0,
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and u solves (3.3). Thus the limiting absorption priniple holds at λ = 0. Reall
that the limiting absorption priniple holds at a point λ if the limit
u := lim
ε→0
(A− λ− iε)−1F
exists in some sense and solves the equation (A− λ)u = F .
To prove (3.6), assume rst that
(3.7) sup
1>ε>0
‖uε‖L2,a ≤ c,
where c = const does not depend on ε. If (3.7) holds, then (3.6) holds, as we will
prove. Finally, we prove (3.7).
Let us prove that (3.7) implies (3.6). Indeed, (3.7) implies
(3.8) ‖uε‖L2(D′R) ≤ c,
where D′R := D
′⋂BR, BR := {x : |x| ≤ R}, and we hoose R > 0 so that
suppF ⊂ BR. It follows from (3.8) that there exists a sequene εn → 0 suh that
un := uεn onverges weakly: un ⇀ u in L
2(D′R). From the relation
(3.9) t[un, φ] = (F, φ),
where the form t orresponds to the operator A in (3.5) and the hoie φ = un is
possible, it follows that
(3.10) ti[un, un] = ‖∇un‖L2(D′) ≤ c, i = D,N
and
(3.11) ti[un, un] = ‖∇un‖
2
L2(D′) +
∫
∂D
h|un|
2ds ≤ c, i = R.
From (3.7) and (3.5) it follows that
(3.12) ‖∆un‖L2(D′
R
) ≤ c.
By the known ellipti inequality:
(3.13) ‖u‖H2(D1) ≤ c(D1, D2)
(
‖∆u‖L2(D2) + ‖u‖L2(D2)
)
, D1 ⋐ D2,
where H2 is the usual Sobolev spae, it follows from (3.10) and (3.8) that
(3.14) ‖un‖H2(D1) ≤ c,
where D1 ⋐ D
′
is any bounded stritly inner subdomain of D′. By the embedding
theorem, it follows that there exists a u suh that
(3.15) lim
n→∞
‖un − u‖H1(D1) = 0, D1 ⋐ D
′.
Here and below we often use a sequene or a subsequene denoted by the same
symbol, say un, without repeating it eah time. In all ases when this is used, the
limit of any subsequene is the same and so the sequene onverges to this limit as
well.
From (3.15) and (3.5) it follows that limn→∞ ‖∆un − ∆u‖ = 0, and by (3.13)
one onludes
(3.16) lim
n→∞
‖un − u‖H2(D1) = 0, D1 ⋐ D
′.
Passing to the limit in (3.5) with ε = εn one gets equation (3.3) for u in D
′
. From
(3.10) or (3.11) it follows that
(3.17) un −→
H1(D′R)
u for any R > 0.
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Outside the ball BR one has the equation
(3.18) −∆un − iεnun = 0 in B
′
R := R
3 \BR, un(∞) = 0,
and, by Green's formula, one gets
(3.19) un(x) =
∫
SR
(
gn
∂un
∂N
− un
∂gn
∂N
)
ds, x ∈ B′R, SR := {s : |s| = R},
where N is the outer normal to SR and gn =
eγ
√
εn|x−y|
4π|x−y| , γ :=
−1+i√
2
.
By (3.16) and the embedding theorem, one has
(3.20) lim
n→∞
(
‖un − u‖L2(SR) +
∥∥∥∥∂un∂N − ∂u∂N
∥∥∥∥
L2(SR)
)
= 0.
Passing to the limit in (3.19) one gets
(3.21) u(x) =
∫
SR
(
g
∂u
∂N
− u
∂g
∂N
)
ds, x ∈ B′R, g :=
1
4π|x− y|
.
Thus
(3.22) |u(x)| ≤
c
|x|
, x ∈ B′R,
and un(x) satises (3.22) with a onstant c independent of n.
Let D˜ be a subdomain of D′ whose boundary has two parts: ∂D and a smooth
ompat manifold S.
If the Dirihlet ondition is imposed, then the embedding i′ :
◦
H1(D˜)→ L2(D˜) is
ompat for any bounded domain D. If the Neumann ondition is imposed, then
the ompatness of the embedding i′1 : H
1(D˜) → L2(D˜) imposes some restrition
on the smoothness of ∂D, this embedding operator is not ompat for some open
bounded sets D. This restrition is weak: it is satised for any extension domain.
If the Robin ondition is imposed, then we use ompatness of the operators i′1 :
H1(D˜)→ L2(D˜) and i′2 : H
1(D˜)→ L2(∂˜D) for passing to the limit
lim
n→∞
[(∇un,∇un) + 〈hun, un〉] = (∇u,∇u) + 〈hu, u〉.
If the embedding operator i′1 : H
1(D˜) → L2(D˜) is ompat, then (3.10), (3.15)
and (3.22) imply the following three onlusions:
(3.23) lim
n→∞
‖un − u‖L2(D′R) = 0, ∀R <∞,
(3.24) un ⇀ u in H
1(D′R),
(3.25) lim
n→∞
‖un − u‖L2,a = 0.
Note that (3.25) follows from (3.23) and (3.22) if a > 1. Indeed,∫
|x|>R
|un − u|2dx
(1 + |x|)1+a
≤ c
∫
|x|≥R
dx
(1 + |x|)1+a|x|2
≤
c
Ra
.
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For an arbitrary small δ > 0, one an hoose R so that cRa < δ and x suh an R.
For a xed R one takes n suiently large and use (3.23) to get∫
D′
R
|un − u|
2dx
(1 + |x|)1+a
< δ.
This implies (3.25).
The limit u solves problem (3.3). We have already proved uniqueness of its
solution. therefore not only the subsequene un onverges to u, but also uε → u as
ε→ 0. We have proved that (3.7) implies (3.6).
To omplete the proof of the existene of the solution to (3.3) one has to prove
(3.7). Suppose (3.7) is wrong. Then there is a sequene εn → 0 suh that
‖uεN‖L2,a := ‖un‖L2,a →∞. Let vn :=
un
‖un‖2,a . Then
(3.26) ‖vn‖2,a = 1
(3.27) Avn − iεnvn =
F
‖un‖2,a
.
By the above argument, the embedding j : H1(D′) → L2,a(D′) is ompat, and
relation (3.26) implies the existene of v ∈ L2,a suh that
(3.28) lim
n→∞
‖vn − v‖2,a = 0,
and
(3.29) Av = 0.
By the uniqueness result, established above, it follows that v = 0. Thus (3.28)
implies limn→∞ ‖vn‖2,a = 0. This ontradits to (3.26).
This ontradition proves Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.2. The above argument is valid also for solving the problem
(3.30) Aiu− λu = F, i = D,N,R, λ ∈ R,
provided that problem (3.30) with F = 0 has only the trivial solution.
One may also weaken the assumption about F . If F ∈ L2,−1, then (3.21) should
be replaed by
(3.31) u(x) =
∫
SR
(
g
∂u
∂N
− u
∂g
∂N
)
ds−
∫
B′
R
g(x, y)F (y)dy.
If a > 3, then, using Cauhy inequality, one gets:
(3.32)
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
B′
R
g(x, y)Fdy
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ c
∫
B′
R
dy
|x− y|2(1 + |y|)a
∫
B′
R
|F |2(1 + |y|)ady ≤
c
|x|2
,
for large |x|, so that (3.22) holds if F ∈ L2,−a, a > 3. The rest of the argument is
unhanged.
Remark 3.3. We want to emphasize that the assumptions on the smoothness of the
boundary ∂D under whih we have proved existene and uniqueness of the solutions
to boundary-value problems are weaker than the usual assumptions. Namely, for
the Dirihlet ondition u = 0 on ∂D no assumptions, exept boundedness of D, are
used, for the Neumann ondition uN = 0 on ∂D only ompatness of the embedding
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operator i′1 : H
1(D˜) → L2(D˜) is used, and for the Robin boundary ondition uN +
hu = 0 on ∂D, 0 ≤ h ≤ c, ompatness of i′1 and of i
′
2 : H
1(D˜)→ L2(∂D) is used.
Our arguments an be applied for a study of the boundary-value problems for
seond-order formally selfadjoint ellipti operators and for nonselfadjoint setorial
seond-order ellipti operators. In [Kat℄ one nds the theory of setorial operators
and the orresponding setorial sesquilinear forms.
4. Quasiisometrial mappings
The main purpose of this setion is to study boundary behavior of quasiisomet-
rial homeomorphisms.
4.1. Denitions and main properties. Let us start with some denitions.
Denition 4.1. (Quasiisometrial homeomorphisms) Let A and B be two subsets
of Rn. A homeomorphism ϕ : A→ B is Q−quasiisometrial if for any point x ∈ A
there exists suh a ball B(x, r) that
(4.1) Q−1|y − z| ≤ |ϕ(y)− ϕ(z)| ≤ Q|y − z|
for any y, z ∈ B(x, r)∩A. Here the onstant Q > 0 does not depends on the hoie
of x ∈ A, but the radius r may depend on x.
Obviously the inverse homeomorphism ϕ−1 : A→ B is also Q−quasiisometrial.
A homeomorphism ϕ : A → B is a quasiisometrial homeomorphism if it is a Q-
quaiisometrial one for some Q. Sets A and B are quasiisometrially equivalent if
there exists a quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ : A→ B.
Denition 4.2. (Lipshitz Manifolds) A set M ⊂ Rn is an m-dimensional Q-
lipshitz manifold if for any point a ∈M there exists a Q-quasiisometrial homeo-
morphism ϕa : B(0, 1) → Rn suh that ϕ(0) = a and ϕ(B(0, 1) ∩Rm) ⊂ M . Here
Rm := {x ∈ Rn : xm+1 = ... = xn = 0}.
We are interested in ompat lipshitz manifolds that are boundaries of domains
in Rn and/or in (n − 1)-dimensional lipshitz manifolds that are dense subsets of
boundaries in the sense of (n− 1)-dimensional Hausdor measure Hn−1.
Denition 4.3. (Class L) We all a bounded domain U ⊂ Rn a domain of lass
L if:
1. There exist a bounded smooth domain V ⊂ Rn and a quasiisometrial home-
omorphism ϕ : V → U ;
2. The boundary ∂U of U is a (n− 1)-dimensional lipshitz manifold.
The following proposition is well known and will be useful for a study of domains
of lass L and boundary behavior of quasisisometrial homeomorphisms.
Proposition 4.4. Let A and B be two subsets of Rn. A homeomorphism ϕ : A→
B is Q−quasiisometrial if and only if for any point a ∈ A the following inequality
holds:
Q−1 ≤ lim inf
x→a,x∈A
|ϕ(x) − ϕ(a)|
|x− a|
≤ lim sup
x→a,x∈A
|ϕ(x) − ϕ(a)|
|x− a|
≤ Q.
Here the onstant Q > 0 does not depend on the hoie of a ∈ U .
This proposition is a motivation for the following denition.
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Denition 4.5. (Quasilipshitz mappings) Let A be a set in Rn. A mapping
ϕ : A→ Rm is Q−quasilipshitz if for any a ∈ A one has:
lim sup
x→a,x∈A
|ϕ(x) − ϕ(a)|
|x− a|
≤ Q
Here the onstant Q > 0 does not depend on the hoie of a ∈ A.
A mapping is quasilipshitz if it is Q-quasilipshitz for some Q.
A homeomorphism ϕ : A → B is a quasiisometrial homeomorphism i ϕ and
ϕ−1 are quasilipshitz.
By denition any quasilipshitz mapping is a loally lipshitz one. A restrition
of a Q-quasilipshitz mapping on any subset B ⊂ A is a quasilipshitz mapping also.
4.2. Interior metri and boundary metris. Suppose A is a linearly onneted
set in Rn. An interior metri µA on A an be dened by the following way:
Denition 4.6. For any x, y ⊂ A
µA(x, y) = inf
γx,y
l(γx,y),
where γx,y : [0, 1]→ A, γx,y(0) = x, γx,y(1) = y is a retiable urve and l(γx,y) is
length of γx,y.
As follows from Denition 4.5 a Q-quasilipshitz mapping an hange the length
of a retiable urve by a fator Q at most. Hene a Q-quasilipshitz mapping
ϕ : A → B of a linearly onneted set A onto a linearly onneted set B is a
lipshitz mapping of the metri spae (A, µA) onto the metri spae (B, µB). Any
Q-quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ : A→ B is a bilipshitz homeomorphism of
the metri spae (A, µA) onto the metri spae (B, µB).
Beause any domain U of the lass L is quasiisometrially equivalent to a smooth
bounded domain and for a smooth bounded domain the interior metri is equivalent
to the Eulidian metri, the interior metri µU is equivalent to the Eulidian metri
for the domain U also. It means that for any domain U ∈ L
K−1 |x− y| ≤ µU (x, y) ≤ K |x− y|
for any x, y ∈ U . Here a positive onstant K does not depend on the hoie of the
points x, y. Therefore for any bounded domain U ∈ L any quasilipshitz mapping
ϕ : U → V is a lipshitz mapping ϕ : (U, µU )→ Rm for the interior metri.
We will use the following denition of loally onneted domain U ∈ Rn that is
equivalent to the standard one.
Denition 4.7. Suppose (xk ∈ U), (yk ∈ U) are two arbitrary onvergent se-
quenes suh that lim infk→∞ µU (xk, yk) > 0. Call a domain U ∈ Rn loally
onneted if for any suh sequenes one has limk→∞ xk 6= limk→∞ yk
If a boundary of a bounded domain is a topologial manifold then this domain is
loally onneted. Therefore, domains of the lass L are loally onneted domains
beause their boundaries are ompat lipshitz manifolds.
Denition 4.8. Let A be a losed linearly onneted subset of Rn and Hn−1(A) >
0. Call the interior metri µA a quasieulidean metri almost everwhere if there
exists a losed set Q ⊂ A with Hn−1(Q) = 0, suh that for any point x ∈ A \Q the
following ondition holds:
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There exists suh ball B(x, r) that for any y, z ∈ B(x, r)
1
K
|y − z| ≤ µA(y, z) ≤ K|y − z|,
where K = const > 0 does not depends on hoie y, z and x.
By denition of lipshitz manifolds any domain of the lass L is quasieulidean
at any boundary point.
Denition 4.9. Suppose U is a domain in Rn and x0, y0 ∈ ∂U . Let us all the
following quantity
µ˜∂U (x0, y0) := lim
ε→0
inf
|x−x0|<ε,|y−y0|<ε
µU (x, y)
relative interior boundary metri.
Beause boundary of any domain U of the lass L is a ompat lipshitz manifold,
the relative interior boundary metri on ∂U is equivalent to the interior boundary
metri on ∂U for suh domains. This motivates the following denition:
Denition 4.10. A bounded domain U ⊂ Rn has an almost quasiisometrial
boundary ifHn−1(∂U) <∞ and there exists a losed set A ∈ ∂U withHn−1(A) = 0
suh that for any point x0 ∈ ∂U \A the following ondition holds:
There exists a ball B(x0, r), B(x0, r) ∩ A = ∅, suh that for any x, y ∈ ∂U ∩
B(x0, r) one has:
1
K
µ∂U (x, y) ≤ µ˜∂U (x, y) ≤ Kµ∂U (x, y),
where K = const > 0 does not depend on the hoie of x0, x and y.
We will use for the two-sided inequalities similar to the above one the following
short notation µ˜∂U (x, y) ∼ µ∂U (x, y).
If a domain U has an almost quasiisometri boundary ∂U and this boundary is
loally almost quasieulidian then µ∂U (x, y) ∼ |x− y| for any x, y ∈ ∂U .
Denition 4.11. We all a bounded domain U ⊂ Rn an almost quasiisometri-
al domain if Hn−1(∂U) < ∞ and there exists suh a losed set A ∈ ∂U , with
Hn−1(A) = 0, that the following ondition holds:
There exists a ball B(x0, r) ∩ A = ∅ suh that for any x, y ∈ ∂U ∩ B(x0, r) one
has:
µ∂U (x, y) ∼ m˜u∂U (x, y) ∼ |x− y| .
By the extension theorem for lipshitz mappings any quasiisometrial homeo-
morphism ϕ of a smooth bounded domain in Rn onto a domain V in Rn has a
lipshitz extension ψ˜ onto Rn. Denote by ψ the restrition of a lipshitz extension
ψ˜ on ∂U . By ontinuity, the extension ψ is unique.
Denition 4.12. Let U be a smooth domain in Rn and V be a domain in Rn
suh that Hn−1(∂V ) < ∞. A quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ : U → V has
N−1-property on the boundary if for any A ∈ ∂V with Hn−1(A) = 0 one has
Hn−1(ψ−1(A)) = 0.
The denition makes sense beause the extension ψ of a quasiisometrial home-
omorphism ϕ on ∂U is unique.
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Denition 4.13. (Class QI) Let us all a bounded domain V a domain of lass
QI if:
1) There exists a quasisiometrial homeomorphism ϕ : U → V of a smooth
bounded domain U onto the domain V that has the N−1-property on the boundary.
2) there exists suh a losed set A ∈ ∂V , Hn−1(A) = 0, that ∂V \ A is a
Q-lipshitz manifold for some Q;
3) V is a loally onneted almost quasiisometrial domain.
Remark. The lass L is a sublass of the lass QI.
4.3. Boundary behavior of quasiisometrial homeomorphisms.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose a Q-quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ : U → V
maps a smooth bounded domain U onto a loally onneted domain V . Then there
exists an extension ψ of ϕ on ∂U suh that ψ(∂U) = ∂V and the mapping ψ|∂U is
a lipshitz mapping of multipliity one.
Proof. Beause U is a smooth domain, ϕ is a lipshitz mapping. By the extension
theorem for lipshitz mappings there exists a Q-lipshitz extension ψ˜ : Rn → Rn
of ϕ. This extension is not neessarily a quasiisometrial homeomorphism. By
ontinuity of ψ˜ and beause ϕ : U → V is a homeomorphism we have ψ˜(∂U) = ∂V .
Suppose ψ := ϕ˜|∂U has multipliity more than one. Then there exist two dier-
ent points x0, y0 ∈ ∂U , x0 6= y0 suh that ψ(x0) = ψ(y0). Choose two sequenes:
xk ∈ U and yk ∈ U suh that limk→∞ xk = x0, limk→∞ yk = y0. Beause U is a
smooth bounded domain the interior metri µU is equivalent to the Eulidean met-
ri, i.e. there exists a positive onstant Q suh that µU (xk, yk) ≥ Q−1 |xk − yk| ≥
Q−1 |x0 − y0| > 0 for all suiently large k. The homeomorphism ϕ : (U, µU ) →
(V, µV ) is a bi-lipshitz homeomorphism. Therefore lim infk→∞ µV (ϕ(xk), ϕ(yk)) >
0. Beause U is a loally onneted domain ψ(x0) = limk→∞ ϕ(xk) 6= limk→∞ ϕ(yk) =
ψ(y0). This ontradition proves the Proposition. 
For any lipshitz m-dimensional ompat manifoldM ⊂ Rn and for any lipshitz
mapping ϕ : M → Rn the set ϕ(M) is Hm-measurable for the m-dimensional
Hausdor measure Hm and Hm(ϕ(M)) <∞.
The next theorem, dealing with area formulas, is a partiular ase of the result
proved in [AK℄ and used for domains of the lass QI.
Let us start with an abstrat version of this theorem.
Denition 4.15. Call a metri spaeX aHk-retiable metri spae if there exists
suh nite or ountable set of lipshitz mappings αi : Ai → X of mesurable sets
Ai ⊂ Rk into X that Hk(X \
⋃
j αi(Ai)) = 0.
By the denition of the lass QI a boundary ∂U of any domain U ∈ QI is a
Hn−1-retiable metri spae.
Our next denition represents an abstrat version of Jaobian for Hk-retiable
metri spaes.
Denition 4.16. Let X and Y be Hk-retiable omplete metri spaes and F :
X → Y be a lipshitz mapping. Call the quantity
J(x, F ) := lim
r→0
Hk(F (B(x, r))
Hk(B(x, r))
a formal Jaobian of F at a point x.
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Theorem 4.17. Suppose X and Y are Hk-retiable omplete metri spaes and
F : X → Y is a lipshitz mapping of multipliity one.
Then
1. Formal Jaobian J(x, F ) exists Hk−almost everywhere;
2. The following area formula holds:∫
X
J(x, F )dHk =
∫
F (X)
dHk;
3. For any u ∈ L1(Y )∫
X
u(F (x))J(x, F )dHk =
∫
F (X)
u(y)dHK .
Corollary 4.18. If a domain V belongs to the lass QI, and ϕ : V → U is a
Q-quasiisometrial homeomorphism, then Hn−1(∂U) <∞.
Proof. Any Q-quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ : V → U of a smooth domain
V ∈ Rn onto a domain U of the lass QI has a lipshitz extension ψ˜ : Rn → Rn.
By denition of the lass QI the domain V is a loally onneted domain. Hene
by Proposition 4.14 the Q-lipshitz mapping ψ := ψ˜ \ ∂V has multipliity one and
ψ(∂V ) = ∂U . By Theorem 4.17 Hn−1(∂U) <∞. 
5. Quasiisometrial homeomorphisms and embedding operators.
By Corollary 4.18, Hn−1(∂V ) < ∞ for any domain V ∈ QI. Therefore we an
dene Banah spae L2(∂V ) using the Hausdor measure Hn−1.
Proposition 5.1. Let U be a smooth domain and V ∈ QI. Any Q-quasiisometrial
homeomorphism ϕ : U → V that has N−1property on the boundary indues a
bounded omposition operator ψ∗ : L2(∂V ) → L2(∂U) by the rule ψ∗(u) = u ◦ ψ.
Proof. Denote by m the (n − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on ∂U and by ψ
the extension of φ onto ∂U . By Theorem 4.17 for any u ∈ L2(∂V )∫
∂U
|u(ψ(x))|2 J(x, ψ)dm =
∫
∂V
|u(y)|2 dHm.
Suppose that there exists suh a onstant K > 0 that J(x, ψ) ≥ K−1 for almost
all x ∈ ∂U . Denote by A ∈ ∂U , with Hn−1(A) = 0, a set of all points for whih
the previous inequality does not hold. Then
‖ψ∗u‖2L2(∂U) =
∫
∂U\A
|u(ψ(x))|2 dHn−1 =
∫
∂U\A
|u(ψ(x))|2
J(x, ψ)
J(x, ψ)
dHn−1 ≤
K
∫
∂V \ψ−1(A)
|u(ψ(x))|2 J(x, ψ)dm = K ‖u‖2L2(∂V )
The last equality is valid beause ϕ has the N−1-property on the boundary, i.e.
m(ψ−1(A)) = 0. Therefore ψ∗ : L2(∂V ) → L2(∂U) is a bounded operator and
‖ψ∗‖ ≤ K.
To nish the proof we have to demonstrate that J(x, ψ) ≥ K−1. Remember that
any domain of the lass QI has an almost quasiisometri boundary.
It means that we an hoose suh a losed subset A ⊂ ∂V , with Hn−1(A) = 0,
that the following property holds:
For any x0 ∈ ∂V \A there exists suh a ball B(x0, r) ∩ A = ∅ that:
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1) B(x0, r) ∩ A = ∅ and µ˜∂V (x, y) ∼ µ∂V (x, y) ∼ |x − y| for any x, y ∈ ∂V ∩
B(x0, r),
2) B(x0, r) ∩ ∂V is a lipshitz manifold.
Let B := ψ−1(A). Choose a point z0 ∈ ∂U \ B and suh a ball B(z0, R) that
relations µ˜∂U (x, y) ∼ µ∂U (x, y) ∼ |x−y| hold for any x, y ∈ ψ(B(z0, R))∩∂U . This
is possible beause U is a smooth domain.
Beause ϕ is a Q-quasiisometri, the length |γ| of any urve γ ⊂ V satises the
estimate:
1
Q
|ϕ(γ)| ≤ |γ| ≤ Q|ϕ(γ)|
where |ϕ(γ)| is the length of the urve ϕ(γ) ∈ U . In terms of the relative interior
metri µ˜∂U it means that
Bµ˜∂U (x0,
1
Q
R) ⊂ ψ(B(z0, R) ∩ ∂V ⊂ Bµ˜∂U (x0, QR)
where x0 = ψ(z0). Without loss of generality we an suppose that µ˜∂U (x, y) ∼
µ∂U (x, y) ∼ |x− y| for any x, y ∈ Bµ˜∂U (x0, QR). Finally we obtain
(5.1) B(x0,
1
K
R) ⊂ ψ(B(z0, R) ∩ ∂V ⊂ B(x0,KR)
for some onstantK that depends only on Q and onstants in relations µ˜∂U (x, y) ∼
µ∂U (x, y) ∼ |x− y|.
We have proved the inequality Jψ(x) ≥ K−1 almost everywhere on ∂U . 
5.1. Compat embedding operators for rough domains. It is well known
that the embedding operator H1(Ω) → L2(∂Ω) is ompat for bounded smooth
domains.
We will prove ompatness of the embedding operator for the lass QI. Then
we extend the embedding theorem to the domains that are nite unions of the QI-
domains. Our proof is based on the following result: a quasiisometrial homeomor-
phism ϕ : U → V indues a bounded omposition operator ϕ∗ : H1(V ) → H1(U)
by the rule ϕ∗(u) = u ◦ ϕ (see, for example [GRe℄ or [Z℄).
Denition 5.2. A domain U is a domain of lass Q if it is a nite union of
elementary domains of lass QI.
Let us use the following result:
Theorem 5.3. (see for example [GRe℄ or [Z℄) Let U and V be domains in Rn.
A quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ : U → V indues a bounded omposition
operator ϕ∗ : H1(V )⇒ H1(U) by the rule ϕ∗(u) = u ◦ ϕ.
Combining this Theorem with Theorem 5.1, one gets:
Theorem 5.4. If U is a domain of the lass QI, then the embedding operator
iU : H
1(U)→ L2(∂U) is ompat.
Proof. By denition of the lass QI there exist a smooth bounded domain V and
a quasiisometrial homemorphism ϕ : V → U . By Proposition 5.1 ϕ indues
a bounded omposition operator ψ∗ : L2(∂U) → L2(∂V ) by the rule ψ∗(u) =
u ◦ ψ. Beause the embedding operator iU : H1(U) → L2(∂U) is ompat and
the omposition operator(ϕ−1)∗ : H1(V ) → H1(U), indued by quasiisometrial
homeomorphism ϕ, is bounded the embedding operator iV : H
1(V ) → L2(∂V ),
iU = (ϕ
−1)∗ ◦ iV ◦ (ϕ)
∗
is ompat. 
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To apply this result for domains of the lass Q we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.5. If U and V are domains of the lass QI, then the embedding operator
H1(U ∪ V )→ L2(∂(U ∪ V )) is ompat.
Proof. By previous proposition operators iU : H
1(U)→ L2(∂U) and iV : H1(V )→
L2(∂V ) are ompat. Choose a sequene {wn} ⊂ H1(U ∪ V ), ‖wn‖H1(U∪V ) ≤ 1
for all n. Let un := wn|∂U and vn := wn|∂V . Then un ∈ L2(∂U) , vn ∈ L2(∂V ),
‖un‖L2(∂U) ≤ ‖iU‖, ‖vn‖L2(∂V ) ≤ ‖iV ‖.
Beause the embedding operator H1(U) → L2(∂U) is ompat, we an hoose a
subsequene {unk} of the sequene {un} whih onverges in L
2(∂U) to a funtion
u0 ∈ L2(∂U). Beause the embedding operator H1(V ) → L2(∂V ) is also ompat
we an hoose a subsequene {vnkm } of the sequene {vnk} whih onverges in
L2(∂V ) to a funtion v0 ∈ L2(∂V ). One has: u0 = v0 almost everywhere in ∂U∩∂V
and the funtion w0(x) whih is dened as w0(x) := u0(x) on ∂U ∩ ∂(U ∪ V ) and
w0(x) := v0(x) on ∂V ∩ ∂(U ∪ V ) belongs to L2(∂(U ∪ V )).
Hene
‖wnkm − w0‖L2(∂(U∪V )) ≤ ‖unkm − u0‖L2(∂U) + ‖vnkm − v0‖L2(∂V ).
Therefore ‖wnkm − w0‖L2(∂(U∪V )) → 0 for m→∞ . 
From Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 the main result of this setion follows imme-
diately:
Theorem 5.6. If a domain Ω belongs to lass Q then the embedding operator
H1(Ω)→ L2(∂Ω) is ompat.
Proof. Let U be an elementary domain of lass Q. By Theorem 5.4 the embedding
operator iU : H
1(U)→ L2(∂U) is ompat.
Beause any domain V of lass Q is a nite union of domains of lass QI the
result follows from Lemma 5.5. 
5.2. Examples. Example 5.7 shows that a domain of the lass Q an have unnite
number of onneted boundary omponents.
Example 5.7. Take two domains:
1. Let domain U is a union of retangles Pk := {(x1, x2) :
∣∣x1 − 2−k∣∣ <
2−k−2; 0 ≤ x2 < 2−k−2}, k = 1, 2, ... and the square S := (0, 1)× (−1, 0);
2. , V := {(x1, x2) : 0 < x1 < 1; 10−1x1 ≤ x2 < 1}.
In the book of V.Mazya [Maz℄ it was proved that U is a domain of the lass L. It
is obvious that V is also a domain of the lass L. Therefore Ω = U ∪V is a domain
of lass Q. By Theorem 5.6 the embedding operator H1(Ω) ⇒ L2(∂Ω) is ompat.
The boundary ∂Ω of the plane domain Ω ontains ountably many onneted
omponents that are boundaries of domains
Sk := {(x1, x2) :
∣∣x1 − 2−k∣∣ < 2−k−2; 10−1x1 ≤ x2 < 2−k−2}.
The boundary of the retangle S0 := {(x1, x2) : 0 < x1 < 1;−1 ≤ x2 < 1} is also a
large onneted omponent of ∂Ω.
Any neighboorhood of the point {0, 0} ontains ountably many onneted om-
ponents of ∂Ω and therefore an not be represented as a graph of any ontinuous
funtion.
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Higher-dimensional examples an be onstruted using the rotation of the plane
domain Ω around x1-axis.
Next, we show that the lass QI ontains simply-onneted domains with non-
trivial singularities.
Let us desribe rst a onstrution of a new quasiisometrial homeomorphism
using a given one. Suppose that Sk(x) = kx is a similarity transformation (whih is
alled below a similarity) of Rn with the similarity oeient k > 0, Sk1(x) = k1x is
another similarity and ϕ : U → V is a Q−quasiisometrial homeomorphism. Then
a omposition ψ := Sk ◦ ϕ ◦ Sk1 is a k1kQ -quasiisometrial homeomorphism.
This remark was used in [GR℄ for onstrution of an example of a domain with
spiral boundary whih is quasiisometrially equivalent to a ube. At the spiral
vertex the boundary of the spiral domain is not a graph of any lipshitz funtion.
Here we will show that the spiral domain belongs to the lass QI. Let us reall
the example from [GR℄.
Example 5.8. We an start with the triangle T := {(s, t) : 0 < s < 1, s < t < 2s}
beause T is quasiisometrially equivalent to the unit square Q2 = (0, 1) × (0, 1).
Hene we need to onstrut only a quasiisometrial homeomorphism ϕ0 from T into
R2.
Let (ρ, θ) be polar oordinates in the plane. Dene rst a mapping ϕ : R2+ →
R2 as follows: ϕ(s, t) = (ρ(s, t), θ(s, t)), ρ(s, t) = s , θ(s, t) = 2π ln ts2 . Here
R2+ := {(s, t)|0 < s < ∞, 0 < t < ∞}. An inverse mapping an be alulated
easily: ϕ−1(ρ, θ) = (s(ρ, θ), t(ρ, θ)), s(ρ, θ) = ρ, t(ρ, θ)) = ρ2e
θ
2pi
. Therefore ϕ and
ϕ0 := ϕ|T are dieomorphisms.
The image of the ray t = ks, s > 0, k > 0, is the logarithmi spiral ρ =
k exp(− θ2π ). Hene the image S := ϕ(T ) = ϕ0(T ) is an elementary spiral
plane domain, beause ∂T is a union of two logarithmi spirals ρ = exp(− θ2π ),
ρ = 2 exp(− θ2π ) and the segment of the irle ρ = 1 .
The domain T is a union of ountably many subdomains Tn := {(s, t) : e−(n+1) <
s < e−(n−1), s < t < 2s}, n = 1, 2, ... . On the rst domain T1 the dieomorphism
ϕ1 := ϕ|T1 is Q−quasiisometrial, beause ϕ1 is the restrition on T1 of a dieo-
morphism ϕ dened in R2+ and T1 ⊂ R
2
+. We do not alulate the number Q.
In [GR℄ it was proven that any dieomorphism ϕn := ϕ|Tn that is the omposi-
tion ϕn = Se−(n−1)◦ϕ1◦Sen−1 of similarities Se−(n−1) , Sen−1 and theQ−quasiisometrial
dieomorphism ϕ1 is Q−quasiisometrial. Therefore the dieomorphism ϕ0 is also
Q−quasiisometrial, and the elementary spiral domain U = ϕ0(T ) is quasiisomet-
rially equivalent to the unit square.
By onstrution, the boundary of the domain U := ϕ(T ) is smooth at any point
exept the point {0}. This domain is a loally onneted domain. The quasiiso-
metrial homeomorphism ϕ has N−1 property beause all the homeomorphisms ϕn
have this property. Exept the point {0} the boundary ∂U is a Q-lipshitz mani-
fold. All other properties of QI-domains are subjet of simple diret alulations.
Therefore the domain T is a QI-domain.
6. Conlusions
In this setion we ombine the results about ellipti boundary problems with
these about embedding operators.
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The rst result is a formulation of Theorem 1.3 for a large onrete lass of rough
domains. This result follows immediately from Theorem 1.3, Theorem 3.11 [GR℄
and Theorem 5.6.
Theorem 6.1. If D is a domain of the lass Q, F ∈ L20(D), and h ≥ 0 is a
pieewise-ontinuous bounded funtion on ∂D, h 6≡ 0, then problem (1.9) has a
solution in H1(D), this solution is unique, and the problem
[u, φ] +
∫
∂D
huφ¯ds− λ(u, φ) = (F, φ), λ = const ∈ R
is of Fredholm type.
The next result is a formulation of Theorem 3.1 for a large lass of rough exterior
domains D′.
Fix a bounded domain D˜ ⊂ D′ whose boundary onsists of two parts ∂D and
a smooth ompat manifold S. Assume that D˜ belongs to the lass Q. By the
denition of the lass Q, this assumption holds for any hoie of D˜ beause for the
smooth omponent S the onditions dening the lass Q hold.
Then the following Theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.1, Theorem
3.11 [GR℄ and Theorem 5.6.
Theorem 6.2. For any F ∈ L20, eah of the boundary-value problems:
(6.1) Aiu = F, i = D,N or R, Aiu = −∆u,
has a solution u = limǫ↓0(A − iǫ)−1F := (A − i0)−1F , u ∈ H2loc(D
′), u ∈ L2,a,
a ∈ (1, 2), and this solution is unique.
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